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We have initiated coverage on the Allmine Group with a BUY
recommendation and price target of 64 cents.
Maiden Results Announced: Allmine Group recently released their maiden full year
results since listing on ASX in February 2011. Despite Arccon’s results not being
included, Allmine reported significant revenue, EBITDA and NPAT growth. Revenue
grew 23.9% to $29.9m, EBITDA increased by 33.6% to $5m with NPAT increasing
136.49% to $3.6m.

Strong 1Q FY12 Update: Allmine recently released their 1Q 2012 Operational Update
indicating the Group’s operating divisions of Maintenance Services and Engineering &
Construction exceeded their 1Q projections despite the quarter being soft as expected.

Significant Growth Expected in FY 2012: following the acquisition of Arccon earlier
this year, RM Research expect there will be significant revenue growth derived
principally by the Alliance Agreements with MCC & NFC. Arccon has a significant
project pipeline including US$3bn in projects under MOU with NFC, A$30m of general
engineering works and A$50m of works-in-progress via its fully owned construction
company, Construction Industries Australia Ltd.

Strong Operating Model: Allmine has an asset light, un-leveraged balance sheet
operating model designed to deliver high return on capital employed.

Continuing Resource Investment: Despite the global economic volatility and
concerns over a potential slowdown in resources activity, official figures prove this not
to be the case with unprecedented levels of capital expenditure according to the ABS
which bodes well for E&C providers such as Allmine.

Price Target
12-month target price (TP): $0.64 based on 11.3x FY12 PER multiple.

Investment View
BUY recommendation: At a 12-month TP of A$0.64, this represents a return of 357%
and we therefore have a BUY recommendation. We expect significant sales and profit
growth following the Arccon acquisition and Allmine’s strong business model and
astute management team.

Earnings Forecast
Year Ending 2011A 2012F 2013F 2014F
Sales (A$m) 30.0 168.9 202.7 235.1
EBITDA (A$m) 5.0 27.0 32.4 37.6
NPAT ($m) 3.6 17.6 22.5 26.2
EPS (cps) 1.4 6.6 8.5 9.9
EPS growth (%) 13.7 387.4 27.9 16.1
PER (x) 10.3 2.1 1.6 1.4
EV/EBITDA 8.9 1.7 1.4 1.2
ROE (%) 8.7 29.8 32.1 26.9
Source: RM Research Estimates
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INVESTMENT CASE
Despite the volatility in the global economic outlook and concerns over a potential slowdown in
resources activity, RM Research has a positive view on Allmine. With the recent acquisition of
Arccon and their Alliance Agreements with MCC and NFC, we believe Allmine will experience
significant earnings and profit growth that will reflect in significant share price movement. There is
still significant expected capex according to ABS which bodes well for E&C providers. RM Research
believes Allmine represents significant value at current share price for the following reasons:

1. Strong growth forecast – following the acquisition of Arccon, we forecast significant growth in
sales, EBITDA, NPAT, EPS and ROE. We believe this will result in significant share price
appreciation in the medium to short term

2. Strong track record – in analysing any company, future growth potential is extremely important
however so too is track record. Since Allmine was incorporated in December 2007, it has
experienced significant growth in revenue, EBITDA and NPAT as evidenced in Table 1:

FY 2008 FY 2009 FY 2010 FY 2011
Sales $7,950,109 $19,054,387 $24,197,994 $29,982,210
EBITDA -$573,876 $1,928,699 $3,769,326 $5,038,280
NPAT -$1,852,227 $114,853 $1,527,662 $3,612,881

3. High return on capital potential – “asset light” and “un-leveraged balance sheet” strategy in
our opinion should deliver high return on capital employed.

4. World class management team – Allmine’s management team has professional public
management, acquisition and integration experience alongside heavy machinery and mining
industry experience with a proven track record on building substantial businesses.

5. MCC and NFC alliance - by virtue of it’s relationship with MCC and NFC, Arccon has significant
project origination capability, significant EPC capability, access to low cost construction inputs
and project finance capability. We view this as a significant advantage in what is a very
competitive market.

6. Early stage growth potential – as Arccon is being acquired early in it’s business life-cycle, we
believe this will provide Allmine shareholders with the early stage growth.

7. Disciplined acquisition approach and success of incorporating acquisitions – as
evidenced by the recent Maxx Engineering, Arccon and Construction Industries Australia
acquisitions, Allmine has built a reputation of having a very disciplined acquisition approach.
Allmine has never paid greater than 3x forecast EBIT.

8. Cross pollination and synergy potential – Allmine has the ability to generate significant
internal sales and synergies between the engineering and maintenance divisions. Allmine
Maintenance, Arccon and CIA have begun jointly pitching for maintenance and services to the
mines that they are currently designing and constructing.

9. Strong industry outlook - Despite lingering concerns overseas negatively impacting stock
markets and confidence levels, we do not believe this will impact negatively on mine production
volumes and mining companies investment in new production with unprecedented levels of
exploration and capital expenditure forecast.

10. Arccon has significant project pipeline including:
 US$3bn in projects under MOU with NFC;
 A$25m of general engineering works with significant level of additional work tendered; and
 A$55m of works-in-progress via its fully owned construction company, Construction

Industries Australia Ltd with pipeline work of at least an additional A$50m for the remainder
of Fiscal 2012.

Alliance agreements with
MCC and NFC cannot
be underestimated.

TABLE 1: Allmine Track
Record (source: Allmine
Annual Reports).
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COMPANY BACKGROUND
The Allmine Group was formed in 2007 and listed on ASX on 24 February 2011 issuing 50.0
million shares at A$0.20 per share to raise A$10.0 million. At the time of listing, Allmine had a
portfolio of five well-established mining services businesses that have been merged to form a fully
integrated maintenance business. In addition, Allmine operated an after-market earthmoving parts
(consumables) business, Wildkat, enabling Allmine to fulfil it’s “one stop shop” ambition.

The Allmine Group provides a “Life of Mine” service to mine owners, mine operators and their
subcontractors principally in the resource sector. The Allmine Group undertakes general
Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) projects globally. The Group’s maintenance
division operates service centres across Perth, Leinster, Port Hedland, Karratha and Darwin. In
addition to the service centres, the Allmine Group provides on-site labour hire and field service
operations and sales of after-market earthmoving components across Australia and Fiji.

The Company now operates two divisions:

1) Engineering, Procurement and Construction via its wholly owned subsidiary Arccon (WA) Pty
Ltd; and

2) Fixed and Mobile Plant Maintenance.

Post IPO Developments
Since Allmine listed on the ASX in February 2011, there have been significant milestones achieved
including:

 Repayment of approximately A$10m in debt;
 Settlement of Karratha based mechanical fitting business, Godfrey’s Fitting Service for

A$1,850,000 acquired to complement the Group’s existing business operations in Karratha;
 Secured A$15m in bonding facilities to assist Arccon in delivering into its project pipeline;
 Acquisition of Port Hedland based fixed plant maintenance business Maxx Engineering Pty Ltd;
 Acquisition of Perth based mine design, engineering, procurement and construction (EPC)

company Arccon WA Pty Ltd; and
 Acquisition of remaining 50% shareholding of Arccon’s construction division, Construction

Industries Australia Limited.

Maxx Engineering Pty Ltd
In August 2011, Allmine announced that the contract to acquire Carey Gardner (now known as
Maxx Engineering Pty Ltd) had been executed for A$2.25m to be funded in part cash, part debt and
A$325,000 in Allmine shares at a price of $0.20 per share. Maxx Engineering is a mining fixed
plant maintenance business based in Port Hedland. We believe this acquisition to be beneficial for
the following reasons:

 Extends the suite of services offered by the Allmine Maintenance Division from mobile plant
maintenance into fixed plant maintenance;

 Blue chip client base includes BHP Billiton, Rio Tinto, Fortescue Metals Group, Laing O’Rourke
and O’Donnell Griffin;

 Amount payable represents a purchase FY 2011 EBITDA of 2.0; and
 Forecast FY11 revenue of A$8m and EBITDA of A$1.1m with potential project pipeline of

A$13.5 currently exists.

A unique “Life of Mine”
service proposition for
mine owners, mine
operators and their
subcontractors.

Maxx Engineering
acquisition completes
maintenance division
service offering.
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UPGRADED OPERATING STRATEGY
Post the IPO, Allmine’s operating strategy went from being a “one stop shop” for earthmoving
machinery operators to providing a “life of mine” service proposition to mineral resource owners,
operators and service providers and becoming a leading mid-cap mining services company. This
was evidenced by the acquisition of Perth based mine design, engineering, procurement and
construction (EPC) company Arccon WA Pty Ltd.

The Allmine “Life of Mine” (Figure 1) operating model provides services including:

 Pre-feasibility / feasibility assessment;
 Finance for approved projects;
 Design and construction; and
 Fixed and mobile plant operations and maintenance.

The Allmine Group Strategy can be summarised as:
 Life of mine service proposition by the linking of EPC to the maintenance of fixed and mobile

plant;
 “Asset light” and “low gearing” operating model designed to deliver high ROCE; and
 Leverage off the Arccon strategic partners to deliver a unique market service proposition.

Arccon
During 2011, Allmine acquired Western Australian based engineering, procurement and
construction (EPC) company Arccon Pty Ltd in an all scrip transaction for A$22.8m. Arccon provides
engineering, design and construction to the mining and mining services industry and will operate as
a standalone wholly owned subsidiary of Allmine.

The founders and principals of Arccon, Mr Robert Wilde and Mr John McCowan share in excess of
80 years’ experience in the Australian resources industry, having established Minproc Engineers in
1978, a highly successful mineral processing, design and construction company. The key
management of Arccon are to be retained under a 3 year Management Services Agreement and
participation in a Performance Rights Plan. Mr Robert Wilde has joined the board of Allmine as an
Executive Director.

Construction Industries Australia
Allmine was to further strengthen their EPC division after Arccon entered an agreement to acquire
50% of Construction Industries Australia Limited (CIA) for A$3m to be funded in Allmine shares at a
strike price of A$0.20 representing 15,000,000 shares. CIA is the construction division of Arccon in
which Arccon currently owns 50%.

The CIA audited accounts for FY11 recorded A$10.5m in NPAT. CIA’s financial forecast for FY12,
based on established contracts, is set to deliver NPAT of A$15m.

Upgraded operating
strategy to move
company in new direction.
.

FIGURE 1: Allmine Group
Mine Life Cycle (source:
Allmine Group October
2011 Investor
Presentation).

Arccon acquisition biggest
development to date.

Mine
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Greenfield

Development

Feasibility

Production &
Maintenance
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A Unique Business Model
Arccon operates a unique business model in that it generates its business via three channels to
market being:

1. General tendered works through its fully owned subsidiary Construction Industries Australia
(CIA) for civil, concrete and structural, mechanical and piping disciplines.

2. Under its Alliance Agreements with MCC Mining (Western Australia) Pty Ltd (MCC) and
China Non-Ferrous Metal Industry’s Foreign Engineering and Construction Co. Ltd (NFC);
and

3. Turnkey mineral process plant on an EPCM or EPC basis.

How MCC and NFC Add Value
 MCC Mining (Western Australia) Pty Ltd is a subsidiary of China Metallurgical Group

Corporation (MCC) and the owner of 20% of the Cape Preston Sino Iron magnetite project in
Western Australia. MCC is the largest mine EPC contractor in the world and one of the largest
equipment manufacturers in China. It’s subsidiary, China Metallurgical Corporation Ltd is
listed on the Shanghai and Hong Kong stock exchanges with a market capitalization of
approximately US$10bn.

 NFC is one of China’s leading construction and engineering groups and is listed on the
Shenzhen stock exchange with a market capitalization of approximately US$3.5bn.

MCC and NFC have:

 Substantial capable, low cost engineering and construction labour resources to allocate to
global projects;

 Significant balance sheets; and
 The backing of major Chinese banks to fully fund variable key commodities projects.

Structure of the Agreements and Strategic Benefits to Arccon
The Arccon Alliance Agreements focus on Tier 2 (or below) mining companies in the mineral
resources sector. The Alliances provide Arccon with a strong competitive position in that:

 The Alliance Agreements are reciprocal relationships whereby the Alliance partners introduce
projects to Arccon and vice versa; and

 For complying projects, Arccon in conjunction with it’s Alliance partner can package:
1. EPC lump sum, turn key contracts supporter by performance bonds for projects up to

US$2bn;
2. Deliver low cost Chinese engineering, raw materials, plant & equipment and labour to

projects;
3. Project finance to approximately 70%-100% of the development cost; and
4. Off take agreements.

Arccon to Add Significant Value
The acquisition of Arccon has provided the Allmine Group with immediate scale, an extremely
quality management team and unique access to the global mining industry via MCC and NFC.

As is evidenced in Table the following tables, the Arccon acquisition has also provided Allmine
with a significant project pipeline.

MCC and NFC alliances
offers significant
advantages over rivals.

Arccon acquisition to add
significant value with
significant project pipeline.
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Contract Description Status Contract
Value

Reed
Resources
Limited

A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) has been signed
between NFC, Arccon and Reed Resources for the financing,
construction and development of Reed Resources' Barrambie
Vanadium Project in Western Australia. Under

MOU
Start Q1

2012

US$489mThe project is recognised as one of the world's highest grade
vanadium deposits with projected production of around 12,000
tonnes of Vanadium Pentoxide (v205)  per annum.
This agreement formalises previous discussions regarding the
provision of an Engineering, Procurement and Construction
("EPC") style contract and project financing.

Marengo
Mining
Limited

A MOU has been signed between NFC, Arccon and Marengo
Mining for the financing, construction and development of the
Yandera Copper-Molybdenum-Gold Project in Madang
Province, Papua New Guinea.

Under
MOU

Start Q4
2012

US$1.4b
The project will produce 300,000tpa of copper concentrate,
6500 tonnes of molybdenum concentrate and 40,000oz of gold
per annum for 20 years.

Poseidon
Nickel
Limited

A MOU has been signed between NFC, Poseidon Nickel and
Arccon for the financing, construction and development of a
300,000tpa nickel sulphide concentrator for its Mt Windarra
nickel project.  Arccon will act as the local design and
installation engineer.

Under
MOU

Start Q1
2012

US$35m

Ironbark
Zinc
Limited

A MOU has been signed between NFC, Arccon and Ironbark
for the financing, construction and development of Ironbark’s
11b pound zinc and lead project known as Citronen in
Greenland.

Under
MOU

Start Q2
2012

TBD

Contract Description Status Contract
Value

Tailing Thickeners
(lump sum)

Tailing thickeners
In

Progress A$32.6m2 - 90m diameter thickeners
Design and construct

Miscellaneous
concrete works

Pump stations, concentrator foundations, pipe supports,
dust suppression supports etc.

In
Progress A$29.8m

Structural/

Installation of MCC-supplied equipment and structural
steel and pipework

In
Progress A$30.0m

Mechanical
Piping install (SMP)

(cost-reimbursable)

Future Works:
Other concentrator concrete works, sewerage treatment
plant To Be

Awarded
Q1 2012

A$30.0mConcrete works Installation of equipment at the stockyards and port
Other SMP works Schedule of Rates

Contract Description Status Contract
Value

Golden
Hills Gold
Project
Mongolia

Design, procurement and some construction management
assistance

Awarded A$45m
Reimbursable contract

Medusa
Gold
Project
Philippines

Design, procurement and construction management (EPCM)

Awarded A$50m
Reimbursable contract

Misc.
Contracts General design and engineering works Awarded A$21m

After the recent announcement of the non-binding MOU signed with Ironbark Zinc Limited to
provide engineering and construction services for the development of the Ironbark Zinc Ltd Citroen
Zinc Project in Greenland, the exclusive mandated project order value with Australian listed
companies totals over $3.0 billion.

TABLE 2: Arccon/NFC
Contracts under Alliance
Agreement (source:
Allmine Group October
2011 Investor
Presentation).

TABLE 3: Arccon/MCC
Contracts – Sino Iron
Project under Alliance
Agreement (source:
Allmine Group October
2011 Investor
Presentation).

TABLE 4: Arccon-Other
Contracts (source: Allmine
Group October 2011
Investor Presentation).
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Arccon Transaction
The $22.8m acquisition of Arccon is a scrip only transaction payable in two tranches. Tranche A
payment upon financial close of A$15m in Allmine ordinary shares at a strike price of A$0.20 per
share (representing 75,000,000 shares).

Tranche B is a Performance and Loyalty Payment (PLP) of A$7.8m subject to an earn-out of an
NPAT of A$5.5m for FY12. The strike price for the PLP shares is the 5 day VWAP of the Allmine
shares calculated as at 30 June 2012 and requires the vendors to hold 75% of their shares until
June 30 2012.

The Arccon vendors are in voluntary escrow until 31 December 2011 and thereafter by virtue of the
PLP.

RM Research believes the scrip only Arccon acquisition shows faith the directors have in the future
of Allmine and the growth potential.

Disciplined Acquisition Approach
Allmine maintains a disciplined approach regarding potential acquisitions which provides comfort
for potential future acquisitions. This is evidenced by the three acquisitions since listing being firstly
Maxx Engineering Pty Ltd representing a purchase price of 2x FY2011 EBITDA. The acquisition is
expected to be immediately EPS accretive.

This was followed by the Arccon acquisition. The maximum acquisition price of A$22.8m represents
6x FY2011 NPAT and 1.9x FY2012 projected NPAT. The peer comparison average is currently
approximately 12x forward NPAT. Once again the acquisition is expected to be immediately EPS
accretive.

The final acquisition was that of the remaining 50% shareholding of Arccon’s construction division,
Construction Industries Australia Limited (CIA). The acquisition represents 0.6x FY11 NPAT and as
such is significantly earnings accretive.

Beyond this, Allmine also has a strong history of incorporating acquired businesses into the Group
through a disciplined acquisition methodology covering commercial, operation, financial, legal and
strategic due diligence.

Note: Allmine has never paid greater than 3x forecast EBIT.

Allmine Group Strategy Accomplished
The Arccon and Maxx Engineering acquisitions completed the Allmine Group strategy of
developing a “life of mine” mining services business whilst setting a solid foundation of fulfilling their
ambition of becoming a leading mid-cap mining services company.

With Wildkat running the Consumables Division, Maxx Engineering extending the Maintenance
Division to mobile and fixed plant maintenance and Arccon providing great leverage in the
engineering division, Allmine has truly fulfilled it’s strategy of developing a “life of mine” services
business.

FIGURE 3: Allmine Group
Organisation Chart.

Despite lingering concerns
industry outlook still
remains strong.

Record mining exploration
and capital expenditure
figures.

Caterpillar results a good
indicator.

Arccon scrip only
acquisition revealing
management contain faith
in company.

Strong history of
disciplined acquisition
approach.

Updated group strategy
completed.
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FIGURE 2: Allmine Group
Organisation Chart
(source: Allmine Group
October 2011 Investor
Presentation).
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INDUSTRY DRIVERS

Bullish Indicators Still Present
Despite concerns over the Eurozone debt crisis, US debt limit issues and slowing economic
growth negatively impacting stock markets and confidence levels, we do not believe this will
impact negatively on mine production volumes and mining companies investment in new
production.  The pipeline of major infrastructure work has swelled to almost $900 billion as
resources companies shrug off market volatility and economic gloom in the United States and
Europe to boost investment.

The value of projects in planning or under way surged 7.5% in the September quarter to $894.1
billion (source: ABS), indicating that investors, particularly in mining and energy, are confident
about growth prospects. In a sign that the investment boom is yet to lose momentum, a report by
Deloitte Access economics shows the value of definite projects surged 14% last quarter to almost
$407 billion being a 51.3% increase on the same time last year.

Exploration Expenditure
Exploration expenditure in mineral exploration has continued to increase at record levels. The
June half of FY11 saw exploration expenditure increase by 16% YoY to A$1.8b (source: ABS).
That figure is expected to surge by 28% for the 1stH FY2012. The strong rise in exploration
expenditure is being driven by rising resource demand in from Asian economies and high resource
pricing for Coal, Iron Ore, base metals and Gold.

Capital Expenditure
A similar dynamic is being experienced in mining capital expenditure. Spending relating to the
product capacity and infrastructure around mining increased by 55% during FY11 to $55.5b with
this figure expecting to surge by 33% to $73.7b in FY12. These figures are underpinned by major
projects of large mining companies such as BHP, Rio Tinto, Xtrata and Fortescue.

Caterpillar A Good Indicator
Given Caterpillar’s operating performance is linked to the economy as a result of they being one of
the world’s leading heavy machinery manufacturers and a key supplier of mining and construction
equipment, their results and forecasts provide a solid gauge on the mining industry.

Caterpillar recently released 3Q11 results delivering a record quarterly sales and profit result
driven by continued improvement in demand and growth in sales volumes. One key take-away is
that Caterpillar is not seeing any slowdown in demand rather the opposite. Caterpillar’s order
backlog currently sits at a record level of US$29 billion.

Caterpillar upgraded its CY11 and CY12 guidance at the same time. The company now expects
CY12 revenue growth of 5-15%.

Fortescue Metals Group recently confirmed they have placed $1.5 billion of orders for equipment
with US companies.

Despite lingering concern,
industry outlook still
remains strong.

Record mining exploration
and capital expenditure
figures.

Caterpillar results a good
indicator.
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FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS
RM Research anticipates significant sales growth of 463.4% to $168.9m in FY12 as a result of the
Arccon acquisition where the exclusive mandated project order value with Australian listed
companies totals over $3.0 billion as a result of their alliance with MCC and NFC. However, we do
also forecast strong growth in the maintenance division which we believe will contribute 22.2% of
group earnings.

We forecast 436.4% EBITDA growth to $27m and 387.4% NPAT growth to $17.6m once again
significant due to the Arccon effect.

We forecast EPS growth of 350.7% to 6.7c. Our forecast ROE of 29.8% is extremely strong when
compared to other companies in the industry.

COMPARATIVE VALUATION
Allmine trading at a significant discount on FY12 PER multiples to its peers.

We rate Allmine as a BUY with a 12 month price target of 64 cents. This is based on 11.3x 2012
fully diluted earnings being the average amongst domestic peers (see table below).

Company PE (x) EV / EBITDA
(x) EPS ROE

2011 2012 2011 2012 2011 2012 Growth 2011 2012 Growth

Ausenco 11.6 8.1 6.8 5.1 $0.19 $0.31 69.4% 11.6% 15.8% 36.2%

Austin Engineering 13.0 10.4 8.0 6.2 $0.30 $0.38 26.7% 20.7% 22.4% 8.2%

Bradken 12.3 10.2 7.5 5.8 $0.52 $0.72 38.8% 18.1% 18.1% 0.0%

Clough Engineering 12.5 10.5 10.5 6.3 $0.05 $0.08 76.7% 12.5% 19.0% 52.0%

Emeco Holdings 11.1 9.4 4.1 3.6 $0.09 $0.11 18.3% 9.3% 10.8% 16.1%

Forge Group Ltd 10.4 9.6 5.8 5.4 $0.43 $0.50 16.3% 31.2% 28.0% -10.2%

Monadelphous 18.0 15.6 10.4 9.0 $1.04 $1.21 16.0% 66.4% 57.0% -14.1%

UGL 12.6 11.6 7.5 6.9 $0.95 $1.07 12.4% 13.6% 14.1% 3.6%

WorleyParsons 20.8 16.3 12.5 9.9 $1.24 $1.66 34.1% 19.8% 20.0% 1.0%

Average 13.5 11.3 8.12 6.46 0.53 0.67 34.35% 22.5% 22.8% 10.3%

Allmine Group Ltd 12.0 2.5 8.9 1.7 $0.01 $0.07 387.2% 8.7% 29.7% 240.7%

Source: RM Research Estimates

Allmine is currently trading at a significant FY12 PE and EV/EBITDA discount to its peers therefore
offering significant upside. It is also currently trading at a FY12 PER discount of 81.5% discount to
the small industrials market.

Growth Forecast
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RM Research forecasts
significant growth in sales,
EBITDA and NPAT.

FIGURE 3: Growth History
and Forecasts (source: RM
Research estimates).

TABLE 5: Peer Analysis
(source: RM Research
estimates).

Allmine currently trading at
a significant discount to it’s
peers and small industrials
market.
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DIRECTORS AND MANAGEMENT

Scott Walkem Chief Executive Officer / Director
Scott was the founding shareholder and is the current Managing Director of Allmine. Prior to
founding Allmine, Scott practised as an investment banker for 15 years in various corporate
advisory and structured finance roles across utilities and infrastructure, mining and resources and
private equity sectors. Scott was previously a Director of the Bank of Scotland International in its
Mergers and Acquisitions team. He holds an economics degree from the University of Tasmania.

Robert Wilde Arccon Managing Director and Director of Special Projects
Robert has spent over 40 years in the construction and mining industry commencing as a site
engineer at Paraburdoo on a new iron ore mine in 1971 to Managing Director for over 15 years of
the Minproc Group, a successful mining process design and construction group. Over the past eight
years Robert, as Managing Director, has built up Arccon into a thriving mining services and design-
construct group. He has been involved in a number of major resource developments including
Hamersley Iron, Paraburdoo, Tom Price and Dampier expansions in the 1970s, Tiwest mineral
sands to pigment project and over 130 gold projects around the world with a combined value of over
$2.5bn.

Graeme Key Chief Financial Officer
Graeme has extensive experience in the commercial field including a number of senior finance and
general management roles. He has a business degree with an accounting major from Monash
University. Graeme has many years of experience in finance, accounting, manufacturing, general
marketing, logistics and operations across a range of companies.

Alan Wigmore Group General Manager Maintenance Division
Alan has been with Allmine for 20 months previously holding the position of Regional Manager for
the North West region. He was previously employed by Coates Hire as the Service Manager for WA
and NT and has an Advanced Diploma in Business Management.

John McCowan Arccon Technical Director
John has over 45 years' experience in the design and delivery of major mineral processing plants
and infrastructure projects around the world. He has acted as the Technical Director of Minproc
Engineers for over 20 years completing 130 major gold projects over this period. John has been
Technical Director of Arccon since 2007 and has been responsible for the design of a number of
gold projects, a $500m vanadium project and studies for copper, molybdenum and iron projects.

Michael Franklin Chief Financial Officer & Company Secretary
Michael has an economics degree from the University of Adelaide and has worked as a business
consultant for almost 20 years. He was a consultant to Arccon from February 2007 and in
September 2007 joined the company full time as Chief Financial Officer and Company Secretary. In
March 2011, Michael was also appointed the Financial Director and Company Secretary of Arccon’s
associate company, CIA.

As a result of the significant pipeline of projects that has been built by Arccon over the past 6
months, the Arccon management team has been strengthened with the following key management:

Bernard Landro Manager - Estimating
Previously the Chief Estimator for Monadelphous.

Paul Kreppold General Manager - Mining Services
Previously the Chief Engineer for the FAST Joint Venture.

Paul McCallum General Manager, Structural Mechanical Piping
Previously the Contracts Coordinator for ATIVO

Allmine Group has a
world class management
team with a proven track
record on building
substantial businesses.

Management team has
been strengthened as a
result of Arccon’s
significant project
pipeline.
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RISK ANALYSIS
Some of the key risks to our valuation and investment thesis include, but are not limited to:

 Cyclicality of the resource sector. Allmine’s financial performance is sensitive to the level of
demand within the mining industry. In times of recession and periods of weak economic growth,
the need for mining-related services and products has historically reduced significantly.

 Skilled labour shortage. The continued growth of Allmine is dependant on the availability of
skilled labour which is generally in short supply in Australia due to the current strength of the
resource and mining industry.

 Key Management. Being a small-cap mining services company, Allmine is dependent on the
skills and experience of key staff for the execution of strategy and day-to-day running of the
business. A strong board and key management have been integral to Allmine’s success and
the loss of key management poses a risk to the business.

 Acquisition risk. Allmine’s business plan includes identifying and completing the acquisition
of complementary businesses and merging them into it’s existing business. The pursuit of
growth through acquisition gives rise to various operational and financial risks.

 Industry risks. Although Allmine operates across a range of industry sectors, it’s main
presence is within the mining and resources industries in Australia. General risks in relation to
these industries include the impact of changes in regulation, competition, global demand for
resources, climate change, political, environment and changes in technology.

 Relationship with MCC and NFC. A breakdown in relationship between Arccon and MCC &
NFC will greatly diminish Allmine’s competitive advantage.

CONCLUSION
Following the acquisition of Arccon and change of group strategy, RM Research is confident
Allmine will enter a period of significant growth. With Arccon’s strategic alliance with MCC and NFC
and already significant project pipeline, we believe this will result in significant shareholder value
especially given Arccon is being acquired early in it’s business life-cycle.

With Allmine’s strong history of disciplined acquisition’s holding the company in good stead for
future acquisitions and further growth to an already strong management team, we believe Allmine is
well placed to strive in an already booming industry.

RM Research believes Allmine’s maintenance division will greatly benefit from the Arccon
acquisition and the cross pollination and synergy benefits will result in further growth that should see
the company fulfil it’s ambition of becoming a mid-cap mining services company that will deliver high
return on capital employed.

RM Research rates the company as a BUY.

The mining sector as a
function of the resources
sector does exhibit it’s
risks.

RM Research believes
Allmine has an
extremely exciting future.
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Allmine Group Ltd

Sector: Engineering and Contractors Price (A$): 0.14 Market Cap ($Am): 37.1
Recommendation: Buy Target Price ($): 0.64 Enterprise Value ($Am): 45.1

Financial Summary

Profit & Loss (A$m) Growth & Margins
Year Ending 2010A 2011A 2012F 2013F 2014F Year Ending 2010A 2011A 2012F 2013F 2014F
Sales Revenue $24.2 $30.0 $168.9 $202.7 $235.1 Sales Growth (%) 26.99 23.9 463.4 20.0 16.0
EBITDA $3.8 $5.0 $27.0 $32.4 $37.6 EBITDA Growth (%) 161.2 32.6 436.4 20.0 16.0
Depr. & Amort -$0.7 -$0.8 -$1.3 -$1.3 -$1.3 EBIT Growth (%) 115.6 38.5 509.7 21.0 16.7
EBIT $3.1 $4.2 $25.8 $31.2 $36.4 Net Profit Growth (%) 1,230.1 131.8 387.4 27.9 16.1
Net Interest Expense -$1.5 -$1.4 -$0.6 $1.0 $1.0 EBITDA Margin (%) 15.7 16.8 16.0 16.0 16.0
Pre-Tax Profit $1.5 $2.8 $25.2 $32.2 $37.4 EBIT Margin (%) 12.6 14.1 15.2 15.4 15.5
Tax Benefit (Expense) $0.0 $0.8 -$7.5 -$9.7 -$11.2 Net Profit Margin (%) 6.4 12.1 10.4 11.1 11.1
Net Profit $1.6 $3.6 $17.6 $22.5 $26.2
Adjustments $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 $0.0
Reported Profit $1.6 $3.6 $17.6 $22.5 $26.2 Share Data

Year Ending 2010A 2011A 2012F 2013F 2014F
Issued Shares (m) 130.0 264.9 264.9 264.9 264.9

Cash Flow (A$m) Fully Diluted Shares (m) 143.2 310.4 310.4 310.4 310.4
Year Ending 2010A 2011A 2012F 2013F 2014F Basic EPS (A$) 0.012 0.014 0.066 0.085 0.099
Operating EBITDA $3.8 $5.0 $27.0 $32.4 $37.6 EPS Growth n/a 13.7 387.4 27.9 16.1
Tax Paid $0.0 $0.8 -$7.5 -$9.7 -$11.2 Fully Diluted EPS (A$) 0.011 0.012 0.057 0.073 0.084
Net Interest Expense -$1.5 -$1.4 -$0.6 $1.0 $1.0 Fully Diluted EPS Growth n/a 6.9 387.4 27.9 16.1
Change in Wkg Capital $4.7 $6.4 -$2.3 -$7.2 $0.8
Operating Cash Flow $7.0 $10.9 $16.6 $16.6 $28.2
Acquisitions $0.0 -$19.1 -$0.9 $0.0 $0.0 Liquidity & Leverage Ratios
Property/Plant/Equipment -$1.6 -$0.3 -$0.1 $0.2 $0.0 Year Ending 2010A 2011A 2012F 2013F 2014F
Other $0.0 -$1.7 $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 Net Debt/(cash) ($m) 12.87 8.00 -22.92 -39.68 -67.92
Investing Cash Flow -$1.6 -$21.0 -$1.0 $0.2 $0.0 Net Debt/Equity (%) 126.9 19.4 -38.8 -56.6 -69.9
Equity Raised $3.7 $28.5 $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 Net Interest Cover (x) 2.0 3.0 42.9 n/a n/a
Debt Raised (Repaid) -$1.2 -$10.4 -$0.2 $0.0 $0.0 Current Ratio (x) 1.0 1.2 2.2 2.5 3.2
Financing Cash Flow $2.5 $18.1 -$0.2 $0.0 $0.0 Quick Ratio (x) 0.4 0.8 1.8 2.3 3.0
Net Cash Flow $7.9 $7.9 $15.3 $16.8 $28.2 Receivable Days 87.8 350.9 36.5 36.5 36.5
Cash at Beginning of Period -$0.3 $7.6 $15.5 $30.9 $47.6 Payable Days 67.1 282.5 27.4 27.4 27.4
Cash at End of Period $7.6 $15.5 $30.9 $47.6 $75.9 Inventory Days 136.2 136.6 22.3 4.1 3.5

Balance Sheet (A$m) Profitability Ratios
Year Ending 2010A 2011A 2012F 2013F 2014F Year Ending 2010A 2011A 2012F 2013F 2014F
Cash $0.5 $3.9 $30.9 $47.6 $75.9 Return on Assets (%) 5.3 4.4 20.3 22.3 19.9
Receivables $5.8 $28.8 $16.9 $20.3 $23.5 Return on Equity (%) 15.4 8.7 29.8 32.1 26.9
Inventories $9.0 $11.2 $10.3 $2.3 $2.3 Return on Invested Income (%) 12.8 10.5 59.6 94.4 115.6
Other $0.0 $4.6 $0.0 $3.3 $3.3
Current Assets $15.4 $48.5 $58.1 $73.5 $105.0
Property/Plant/Equipment $4.7 $5.3 $3.9 $2.9 $1.6
Goodwill on Consolidation $7.9 $24.7 $24.7 $24.7 $24.7 Valuation
Other $1.6 $4.3 $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 Year Ending 2010A 2011A 2012F 2013F 2014F
Non Current Assets $14.2 $34.4 $28.7 $27.6 $26.3 PER (Basic) (x) 23.8 10.3 2.1 1.6 1.4
Total Assets $29.5 $82.9 $86.8 $101.1 $131.3 PER (Fully Diluted) (x) 27.9 12.0 2.5 1.9 1.7
Payables $4.5 $23.2 $12.7 $15.2 $17.6 EV (A$m) n/a 45.1 29.1 29.1 29.1
Interest Bearing Liabilities $9.3 $10.6 $6.7 $6.7 $6.7 EV/EBITDA (x) 11.9 8.9 1.7 1.4 1.2
Other $1.5 $6.4 $7.0 $7.7 $8.5 EV/EBIT (x) 14.8 10.7 1.8 1.4 1.2
Current Liabilities $15.2 $40.2 $26.4 $29.6 $32.8 EV/Revenue (x) 1.9 1.5 0.3 0.2 0.2
Interest Bearing Liabilities $4.1 $1.3 $1.3 $1.3 $1.3
Other $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1
Non Current Liabilities $4.1 $1.4 $1.4 $1.4 $1.4
Total Liabilities $19.4 $41.5 $27.7 $31.0 $34.2
Net Assets $10.1 $41.3 $59.1 $70.1 $97.1
Contributed Equity $11.5 $40.0 $40.0 $40.0 $40.0
Reserves $0.0 -$0.9 -$0.8 -$12.3 -$11.4
Retained Earnings -$1.4 $2.3 $19.9 $42.4 $68.5
Total Equity $10.1 $41.3 $59.1 $70.1 $97.1

Source: RM Research Estimates
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RM Research Recommendation Categories
Care has been taken to define the level of risk to return associated with a particular company.
Our recommendation ranking system is as follows:

Buy Companies with ‘Buy’ recommendations have been cash flow positive for some time and have a moderate to
low risk profile. We expect these to outperform the broader market.

Speculative Buy We forecast strong earnings growth or value creation that may achieve a return well above that of the
broader market. These companies also carry a higher than normal level of risk.

Hold A sound well managed company that may achieve market performance or less, perhaps due to an
overvalued share price, broader sector issues, or internal challenges.

Sell Risk is high and upside low or very difficult to determine. We expect a strong underperformance relative to
the market and see better opportunities elsewhere.

Disclaimer / Disclosure
This report was produced by RM Research Pty Ltd, which is a Corporate Authorised Representative of RM Capital Pty Ltd (AFSL 221938). RM Research received A$35,000
(plus GST) for the compilation and distribution of four research reports. RM Research has made every effort to ensure that the information and material contained in this
report is accurate and correct and has been obtained from reliable sources. However, no representation is made about the accuracy or completeness of the information and
material and it should not be relied upon as a substitute for the exercise of independent judgment. Except to the extent required by law, RM Research does not accept any
liability, including negligence, for any loss or damage arising from the use of, or reliance on, the material contained in this report. This report is for information purposes only
and is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the sale or purchase of any securities. The securities recommended by RM Research carry no guarantee with
respect to return of capital or the market value of those securities. There are general risks associated with any investment in securities. Investors should be aware that these
risks might result in loss of income and capital invested. Neither RM Research nor any of its associates guarantees the repayment of capital.
WARNING: This report is intended to provide general financial product advice only. It has been prepared without having regarded to or taking into account any particular
investor’s objectives, financial situation and/or needs. Accordingly, no recipients should rely on any recommendation (whether express or implied) contained in this document
without obtaining specific advice from their advisers. All investors should therefore consider the appropriateness of the advice, in light of their own objectives, financial
situation and/or needs, before acting on the advice. Where applicable, investors should obtain a copy of and consider the product disclosure statement for that product (if any)
before making any decision.
DISCLOSURE: RM Research and/or its directors, associates, employees or representatives may not effect a transaction upon its or their own account in the investments
referred to in this report or any related investment until the expiry of 24 hours after the report has been published. Additionally, RM Research may have, within the previous
twelve months, provided advice or financial services to the companies mentioned in this report. As at the date of this report, the directors, associates, employees,
representatives or Authorised Representatives of RM Research and RM Capital may hold shares in Allmine Group Limited.
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